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ROMNEY BLUE
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NEWFord Escort Mk1 
1300XL - Modena Green
                          SCALE        PRICE
76FE001   1:76    £6.25Ford Escort Mk1 1300XL - 

Modena Green
The Mk1 Ford Escort was first introduced in the UK at

the end of 1967 and made its debut at the Brussels

Motor show in January 1968.  Classed as a small family

car, the Mk1 was to go on to be an enormous success.

Manufactured at Ford’s Dagenham and Halewood plants, 

it was available as a 2 or 4-door saloon, as well as a 

3-door estate.  Features included rear-wheel drive, four

speed manual gearbox or 3-speed automatic.  The car

featured a petrol engine - normal for the times - on both

the 1.1L and 1.3L models.  Contemporary styling included

a ‘dogbone’ shaped radiator grille which housed the lights.

The Escort was also the first small Ford to use rack-and-

pinion steering.  Suspension consisted of MacPherson

strut front suspension with a simple live axle mounted on

leaf springs.  The 1968 version came as 2-door with

circular headlights, although it was not long before a 

‘super’ version emerged 

with rectangular headlights and luxury fittings including

carpets, a cigar lighter and a water temperature gauge.

Here at Oxford, therefore we are very excited to be

launching our new 1:76 scale Oxford replica and have

chosen the first generation two-door 1300 XL version, 

as you will notice particularly from the rectangular

headlights and stylised radiator grille.  It is registered OJR

809M from 1973/74.  It appears in a bright green colour

scheme with light tan interior, enhanced with lots of

contrasting exterior silver trim.  The radiator grille and

rear panel housing the number plate are both satin black. 

The Ford Escort was especially popular with the young

generation of male drivers both for its looks and

performance.  The Escort was to become a firm favourite

on the rally track too over the ensuing years, with many

of the top names of the 1960s-1970s racing/rallying scene

behind the wheel. 
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1:76 SCALE

VW Beetle - Anthracite
                             SCALE       PRICE
76VWB004  1:76   £5.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Land Rover Series II Tow
Truck - Bronze Green
                               SCALE        PRICE
76LAN2009  1:76   £5.95

Range Rover Classic -
Lincoln Green
                            SCALE       PRICE
76RCL001   1:76   £6.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

VW T5 California Camper - Sand Beige Metallic
Oxford’s VW T5 Camper is one of several

tooling variants available on this 1:76 scale

model and for its third outing as a

Camper, we see it in a lovely warm

beige metallic colour.  Launched 

in 2003, it proved a popular

vehicle in real life, and its

success is no doubt due to 

its versatility and wealth of

space for driver, passengers,

equipment and luggage.

Registered RE15 RXK, the interior

of the vehicle is modelled here in a light

grey with a darker grey steering wheel.  Exterior trim is

finished in both black and silver including the VW badge

which is placed centrally in the radiator grille as well as

under the rear window. 

We are sure there will be many T5 Camper owners

wanting to grab our 1:76 replica to sit alongside the full

scale vehicle - quite a talking point in between lighting the

BBQ, finding those sleeping bags and taking in the

complete joy of camping! 

VW T4 Van - Black
The immediate predecessor to the T5 VW Van, the T4

was essentially a utility van, also known as the VW

Transporter Van, which the German automotive

company made between 1991 and 2003. 

Its versatility lent itself to a minibus

version as well as a camper van and 

its universal appeal even spread

from Europe to the USA.

For our 1:76 scale model’s

fourth appearance, we see it

decorated completely in

black apart from the chrome

wheels, the Transporter

name across the back and the

VW badge on the front of the

radiator grille.  Registered Y449 PLD

from 2001, the model features a right hand 

drive configuration. 

NEWVW T4 Van - Black
                        SCALE      PRICE
76T4004  1:76  £6.25

NEWVW T5 California Camper -
Sand Beige Metallic
                              SCALE      PRICE
76T5C003     1:76  £6.75
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Ford Capri MkIII - 
Solar Gold 
                            SCALE       PRICE
76CAP002  1:76   £5.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Ford Anglia - 
Light Blue/Ermine White 
                            SCALE       PRICE
76105007   1:76   £5.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Mini Cooper MkII - 
Tartan Red/Black
                             SCALE        PRICE
76MCS003  1:76   £5.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

VW T1 Camper - Mouse Grey/Pearl White
You have already seen this model as part of a 

5-piece VW Camper set celebrating the T series

across the years.  Now is your chance to get it

on its own!  Registered OWP 362E from

1967, our popular little camper van is

decorated in an attractive grey brown and

contrasting pearl white two tone livery

and features light tan interior seating 

and floor with a beige steering wheel.

Note the split windscreen on this early

model, which earned it the nickname

Splittie!  Its other name, particularly in

Europe, was the Kombi, although we in the

UK referred to the T1 as a Camper.  We love the

louvred windows to the sides and rear and the lift-up

roof made space for taller occupants when in a stationary

position, as well as offering a welcome light and airy feel

through the large roof lights. 

The VW T1 is still a 

great camper van, even today, evoking happy memories of

family holidays!

VW T5 Van - Network Rail
The very modern VW T5 plays a vital part as a small

commercial van and it makes its fourth Oxford

entrance as used by Network Rail in 2014,

registered BJ64 AXF.  It is decorated in the

clean contemporary livery of Network

Rail and is an ideal accessory for a

modern 00 gauge railway layout

as well as appealing to small

commercial van enthusiasts.

Its livery sees it in a

Response Unit role and 

its bright red and blue

chequered waistband 

and red/yellow diagonal

decoration across the back

doors certainly ensure it is noticed.  

In contrast to the bright exterior, the interior is

completely black, as are the bumpers and chassis.

NEWVW T5 Van - Network Rail
                            SCALE       PRICE
76T5V004  1:76   £6.75

NEWVW T1 Camper - 
Mouse Grey/Pearl White
                              SCALE      PRICE
76VWS006   1:76  £6.75
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Austin Maxi - Harvest Gold
Our Austin Maxi, manufactured in real life between 1969

and 1981, makes its third Oxford appearance in 1:76

scale in one of the most popular liveries of the

original - yellow gold colour.  Registered

MFH 616P from 1975/76, the logo

on the back shows its pedigree as

the Maxi 1750 HLS which in real-

life sported a twin-carburettor

offering high performance for its 

day, including a top speed of 97 mph.

The interior is brown while the exterior

sports silver trim to door handles, wheels, bumpers,

window surrounds and along the waist of the car.  

The radiator grille is also silver with a wiped black finish.

Note too, the black and red Maxi 1750 badge embedded

into the centre of the radiator.   

The Austin Maxi was manufactured first by Austin and

then continued under British Leyland.  Classed as a

medium sized family car with a five door hatchback

configuration and fitted with a five-speed gearbox, the

Austin Maxi was the last car designed by Sir Alec

Issigonis.  Assembled at the Cowley Works, Oxford, 

it incorporated some unusual features whereby the back

seat folded back as well as forward.  Even the front seats

reclined.  Just the ticket during a run out after Sunday

lunch - just park up in a spot with a view, wind the

windows down to get some fresh air and have yourself

forty winks! 

Austin Somerset - Romney Blue
Only Oxford’s third release of the mid 1950s British

saloon, the Austin Somerset appears in a foggy blue

reminiscent perhaps of the misty Romney

marshes landscape.  It is brightened up

by the wealth of contrasting silver trim

to window surrounds, radiator grille,

bumpers and lights, as well as the skirt

running the length of the sides, while

the wheel rims echo the body colour.

Registered FJT 742, the model sports a

pale grey interior with a final detail

depicting the Austin of England badge 

proudly printed in silver on the bonnet sides.

The Austin Somerset was classed in real life as a medium

sized four-door family car, produced at Austin’s

Longbridge factory

between 1952 and 1954,

when it was superseded by the Austin Cambridge.

NEWAustin Maxi - Harvest Gold
                               SCALE       PRICE
76MX003      1:76   £6.25

BL Princess - Jade Green
                               SCALE       PRICE
76BLP005     1:76   £5.75

Austin 1300 - Harvest Gold
                               SCALE       PRICE
76AUS006     1:76   £5.95

Bentley Blower - BRG
                               SCALE       PRICE
76BB003       1:76   £5.95

NEWAustin Somerset - 
Romney Blue
                            SCALE       PRICE
76SOM003 1:76   £5.95
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MILITARY1:76
SCALE

Sherman MkIII Tank - 4th and 7th Royal Dragoon
Guards, France, 1944
Oxford’s Sherman III is a replica of the USA

produced Medium Tank M4/A2.  Produced

between 1942 and 1945 in an amazing quantity of over

8000, the majority came over to Europe.

The British re-named the tanks after

US Generals, hence the Sherman name

for the M4, which came with a

75mm M3 L/40 gun, supplemented

by a secondary armament of two

Browning machine guns.  Powered by

a General Motors twin 6-cylinder diesel

engine, the MkIII had a maximum speed of 48

km per hour and a fuel capacity of 560 litres of fuel.

Our model is as deployed with the 4th/7th Royal

Dragoon Guards.  Its deployment commenced in 1939,

serving with various Armoured Divisions, including being

under the command of the 8th Armoured Brigade.  It was

during this time that the Guards, using Sherman MkIII

tanks, took part in the D-Day Landings on 6th June 1944.

The Brigade had many notable achievements following 

D-Day and was the first armoured unit to cross the

Seine, ultimately being deployed in Germany itself.

Decorated in dark green with its military number 27

printed on the turret,

notice too the insignia 

of the 8th Armoured Brigade on the vehicle - a red fox

on a yellow background.  A tooling variation adds a rear

turret box for this release, too.  The caterpillar tracks are

black and a final detail sees the Allied 5-pointed white

Star in a white circle painted on the gun turret, visible to

Allied aircraft in the air. 

Willys MB - USAAF, Tunisia 1943
The US Army’s Willys MB Jeep served throughout World

War II with many of the Allied forces when it was

deployed as a light 4x4 cross-country vehicle.  For this

release, it is suitably camouflaged for the deserts of

North Africa in 1943.  Decorated in a sandy body

colour with dark beige seats, its US Army

numbering is printed on the sides of the bonnet

and across the rear in black.  The Allied five-pointed

star is enclosed in a pale blue circle and also appears

on the bonnet.  It features in a smaller size behind the

rear wheels and on the rear tailgate, alongside the spare

wheel.  To complete the model, a set of equipment

including a long handled spade is fixed below the driver’s

door.  No doubt essential if you are crossing the desert.

Willys MB - RAAF
                               SCALE       PRICE
76WMB006  1:76   £5.95

NEW
Sherman MkIII Tank - 
4th & 7th Royal Dragoon
Guards, France, 1944
                            SCALE       PRICE
76SM004    1:76  £13.95

NEWWillys MB - USAAF, 
Tunisia 1943
                              SCALE      PRICE
76WMB007  1:76  £5.95

Bedford MWD - 2 Corps 1/7th
Middlesex Reg France 1940
                              SCALE      PRICE
76MWD007  1:76  £6.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWLeyland Tiger Cub Saro Bus - 
Ulster Transport Authority
                                SCALE        PRICE
76SB005        1:76   £19.95

Leyland Tiger Cub Saro Bus - 
Ulster Transport Authority
After the release of the last Saro Bus in County Donegal

Railways livery, we stay on the Emerald Isle for this latest

model too, which is a nice surprise for our Irish bus

collectors.  The Ulster Transport Authority ran both rail

and bus services from their headquarters in Belfast in

Northern Ireland from 1948 to 1966 when they ceased

operation.  Amongst their varied transport fleet were a

number of the single deck front opening Leyland Tiger

Cubs with SARO bodies including this one, which we 

see decorated in the UTA colour scheme of two tone

green and cream, sporting the UTA badge on the sides.  

The destination blind shows it going as the 108 to

Aldergrove, registered PZ 4874. The wheels are an

interesting shade of lime green with bright red and silver

inserts with the remainder of the exterior trim finished 

in silver.  The interior seating is moulded in dark green,

with contrasting tan carpet and cream dashboard. 

Bedford OWB - Belfast
                               SCALE       PRICE
76OWB013   1:76  £17.95

Scania Irizar PB - Ulsterbus
                               SCALE       PRICE
76IRZ003      1:76  £21.95

Irizar i6 - Translink Goldline
                               SCALE       PRICE
76IR6001      1:76  £24.95
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1:76 SCALE

Scania 420 8-wheel Crane Lorry - Galt Transport
Hailing from Dumbarton in Scotland, the bright blue, 

red and white livery of Galt Transport adds a colourful

addition to our Scania 420 8 wheel Crane Lorry series. 

Galt Transport was founded in 1947 and promotes itself

as being one of the most versatile and well established

haulage companies in Scotland.  Boasting four depots

across Scotland, the company serves the UK, Ireland 

and Europe with general and specialist haulage services.  

Its specialised capabilities include hiab crane hire,

abnormal loads, container handling, driver training and

storage.  Galt Transport is also a certified member of 

Constructionline, which is the UK’s largest

procurement and supply chain management service for

the construction industry.

Our detailed model is registered SN64 UCG.  The firm’s

website address is printed above the cab windows with

the Galt Transport name appearing below the side

windows, accompanied by a 70th Anniversary roundel

celebrating ’70 Years on the Road’.  The wide front

windscreen incorporates a black and white sun visor and

the cab roof features a hatch window and two

transparent orange beacons.  The flatbed trailer houses

the black and red crane and the rear load bed behind the

crane is painted grey beige in contrast to the blue body.  

NEWScania 420 8-wheel Crane
Lorry - Galt Transport
                                SCALE        PRICE
76SCL004      1:76   £19.45

NEWAEC Ergomatic 6-Wheel Tipper -
London Brick Company
                                        SCALE       PRICE
76TIP005            1:76  £13.95AEC Ergomatic 6-Wheel Tipper - 

London Brick Company
A welcome addition to the series for construction model

enthusiasts, the latest introduction on the AEC Ergomatic

Tipper joins the famous names of Tarmac, Redland, NCB

and Hoveringham in Oxford’s 1:76 scale line-up.  This time

it is the turn of the London Brick Company with a lorry

from 1968/69, registered VMJ 920G.

Appearing in the bright red livery of the time with white

graphics, the main body colour is echoed in the wheels

too. Featuring a black interior, exterior trim includes a

silvered radiator grille, vents, door handles and driver’s

cab step, while the bumper is white.  A finishing touch

sees the printed image of a ‘brickie’ holding his hod of

bricks on both the tipper sides. 
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1:43 SCALE

Land Rover Series III, 
SWB with Canvas Back - Royal Navy
This popular Land Rover variant is part of both the 1:76

and 1:43 scale Oxford ranges and for its fourth release in

the larger scale, it appears in the superb dark blue body

colour of the Royal Navy with contrasting white lettering

and a light beige canvas back.  The wheels are painted the

same dark blue as the body, including the spare, sitting on

the bonnet.  Registered 26 RN 74, further external trim is

finished in silver.  The interior is moulded in dark blue.

The Series III Land Rover was produced between 1971

and 1985 and was the most popular of the Series

vehicles, with an incredible 440,000 being produced

during that time.  Variants included a 2-door version - 

as our Oxford model - a 4-door off-roader or 2- door

pickup.  The updated spec had improved features such 

as a plastic grille and the headlight now appeared on the

wings.  The 4-speed manual gearbox had a selectable 

4-wheel drive option and a choice of either petrol or

diesel fuel was available. 

Land Rover Lightweight
Canvas - RAF Police
                              SCALE        PRICE
43LRL007    1:43   £16.95

Land Rover Lightweight
Canvas - United Nations
                              SCALE        PRICE
43LRL001    1:43   £16.95

Land Rover Series I 88"
Hard Top - RAF
                                     SCALE        PRICE
43LAN188021  1:43   £16.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWLand Rover Series III, SWB
with Canvas Back - Royal Navy
                                        SCALE       PRICE
43LR3S004         1:43  £16.95
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Baler - Blue
                               SCALE       PRICE
NFARM006  1:148  £4.95

VW Beetle - Ruby Red 
                               SCALE       PRICE
NVWB002    1:148  £4.65 LR Discovery 4 - Santorini Black

                               SCALE       PRICE
NDIS002      1:148  £4.75

N SCALE
Shelvoke and Drewry Freightlifter - 
British Railways (Crimson)
Our 00 gauge/1:76 scale model railway enthusiasts have

already snapped up this Oxford model in the larger 

scale but followers specialising in N gauge can now 

enjoy exactly the same livery in every precise detail.  

This second 1:148 scale release of the distinctive

Shelvoke & Drewry Freightlifter is as used by British

Railways and appears in the BR signature crimson colour

scheme with cream lettering.  Further decoration includes

a black interior with black wheels, mudguards, mast chains

and spotlight. 

The real life vehicle was first produced in 1952 for the

London Brick Company but its capabilities made it a

popular vehicle for other users, particularly the railways

and the Armed Forces.  Our British Railways replica is

registered LLU 748 and features the optional Dualdrive

component.  Note the British Railways totem on 

the sides in cream/crimson and the SD Freightlifter 

logo on the rear of the forklift in bright red/white.

For model railway buffs, this detailed trackside accessory

will add further authenticity to a layout of the period.

NEWShelvoke and Drewry Freightlifter -
British Railways (Crimson)
                                                 SCALE       PRICE
NSDF002                 1:148  £8.45

Livestock Trailer - Red
                               SCALE       PRICE
NFARM004  1:148  £4.95

Farm Trailer - Green
                               SCALE       PRICE
NFARM005  1:148  £4.95

Land Rover Series I 88" 
Hard Top - RAF
                                   SCALE      PRICE
NLAN188021  1:148 £4.65
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1957 Cadillac Eldorado Brougham - Dakota Red
Oxford launched the four-door, rear-wheel drive replica

of the Cadillac Eldorado Brougham in black with silver

trim and silver roof.  For its second outing, it makes an

equally startling entrance decorated in bright red, also

with a silver roof and with bright chromework

everywhere, including the top of the tailfins.  The white

rimmed wheels also have a splash of red in the centres

while the bumpers are replicated in an authentic low

downswept design. 

The interior seating is a delicate off white against the red

floor, dash and steering wheel.  Our classic model, which

Cadillac only made for two years between 1957 and

1958, is registered INDY 57 QD 2099 with a slogan on

the number plate advising  ‘Drive Safely’.

NEW1963 Chevrolet Corvair
Coupé - Riverside Red
                              SCALE      PRICE
87CH63002  1:87  £6.95

NEW1957 Cadillac Eldorado
Brougham - Dakota Red
                              SCALE      PRICE
87CE57002  1:87  £6.95

1963 Chevrolet Corvair Coupé - Riverside Red
Hot from the 1960s comes the second release on the

two-door Chevrolet Corvair Coupé from the first

generation of the marque, manufactured between 1960

and 1964 when it was classed as a compact car.  It made

its mark as the only mass produced American car to

feature a rear mounted air cooled flat six engine.

Decorated in bright red with contrasting exterior silver

trim, even the interior is red - seats, steering wheel and

floor.  The wheels are silver with a red rim and the

vehicle is registered in British Columbia as 104-222. 

A small detail to note is the bright red, black and silver

Cadillac badge neatly placed on the edge of the boot lid

above the rear number plate.
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

1954 Pontiac Chieftain 4-door - 
Winter White/Maize Yellow
One of the first new motors to come from Pontiac post-

war was the chunky Chieftain, launched in 1954.  In real

life, motorists could buy the Chieftain as a four-door

sedan (saloon), sedan coupé, business coupé and de luxe

convertible coupé.  And one had the choice of eight

engine sizes and either manual or automatic transmission

too.  Here at Oxford, we opted for the simple life with

the four-door saloon from 1954 and it makes its second

appearance in a summery yellow and off-white two tone

colour scheme with a sandy beige interior and white

steering wheel.  Chrome exterior trim extends to the

bumpers, badging and wipers and even the wheels are

given a silver trim to the whitewall rims.  Our car comes

from Indiana numbered GJ 3583.

NEW1954 Pontiac Chieftain 4-door -
Winter White/Maize Yellow
                                          SCALE      PRICE
87PC54002          1:87  £6.95

NEW1950 Chevrolet Panel Van -
Washington DC Police
                              SCALE      PRICE
87CV50002  1:87  £6.95

1950 Chevrolet Panel Van - Washington DC Police
The second release on the 1950s Chevrolet Panel Van is

as used by the Washington DC Metropolitan Police as can

be seen by the golden yellow lettering on the completely

black vehicle which also has a completely black interior.  

A single red and silver roof beacon is an additional

feature on the roof and the whitewall tyres add a splash

of colour too.  The silver and red Chevrolet badge sits on

the edge of the bonnet above the extremely large

radiator grille and the Chevrolet 3100 name is printed

along the sides of the bonnet.  Registered A237 398 in

Washington, we reckon this panel van would not be one

to get on the wrong side of!  
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

AR157 International Album: International Harvester (IH) was created in a 1902 merger
between the McCormick Harvesting Machine Co and the Deering Harvester Co.  IH became
famous for their large Titan tractors, later adding smaller Farmall tractors.  From 1907 IH made
‘high-wheeler’ motorised buggies for their farmer clients, and also developed motor lorries and
buses.  Smaller pickup trucks in the range prompted development of the popular Travelall utility

vehicles and the smaller Scouts.  Following financial difficulties, the company sold off most
of its subsidiaries, and even its core agricultural division, which was acquired by Tenneco in
1985, along with the International Harvester name and the IH trademark.  The remaining
truck, bus and engine manufacturing operation was renamed Navistar International

Corporation, and it continued to produce commercial vehicles into the 21st century. 

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95

AR157
NEW

AR158 Opel Album: Adam Opel was born in 1837, and originally trained as a locksmith.  He
made sewing machines, adding bicycles to his product range in the late 19th century.  His four
sons took the lead when the family firm made motor vehicles.  After the Great War the firm
made popular cars, and it was acquired by General Motors, to access the growing German
economy.  Its American ownership aroused the suspicion of the authorities, so Opel did not 
play a large part in the German war effort.  Postwar recovery of the German economy carried
Opel along on a tidal wave of growth, producing vast profits for GM, who gave to Opel
the lead role in their international expansion.  Many interesting and world-leading car
designs were produced from the 1970s to the 1990s.  PSA Group acquired Opel in 2017,
and within a year it was showing a profit, a good augury for the future of the company. AR158

NEW

Once again it is time to update you with our development plans
New Toolings in our release programme for 2020 include:

Find other new additions for 2020 at www.oxforddiecast.co.uk        

1:76 Oxford Automobile
76INV001 AC Invacar Pale Blue Q4/2020
76JEP001 Caesium Blue 

Jaguar E Pace Q4/2020
76JIP001 Photon Red Jaguar I Pace  Q4/2020

76ND110001 New Defender 110  Q4/2020
76ND110X001 New Defender 110X  

Q4/2020

76ND90001 New Defender 90  Q4/2020
76SC001 Scooter Blue/White  Q4/2020

1:76 Oxford Construction
76ACD001 AEC 690 Dumper Truck Wimpey  Q4/2020

76ACM001 AEC 690 Cement Mixer Blue  
Q1/2021

1:76 Oxford Military
76AC001 Austin Champ 4th RHAR  

7th Armoured Division 
Germany 1957  
Q4/2020

1:87 Oxford American
87BCE54001 1954 Buick Century Estate Wagon 

Ranier Blue/Arctic White Q4/2020
87CB42001 1942 Chrysler T & C Woody Wagon 

Regal Maroon  Q4/2020

87DP48001 1948 Dodge B-1B Pick Up Truck Red  Q4/2020
87IC59001 1959 Imperial Crown 2 Door Hardtop Persian Pink  Q4/2020
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